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PAHB002 • Eternal Hope • 3-5 Oct. Handbells, 3 Oct. Opt. Handchimes

Level 4+

Eternal Hope
for 3-5 Octaves Handbells and

3 Octaves Optional Handchimes

$4.95
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Contrast
Ron Mallory

2 Octaves · Level 3
MPAHB015 $3.95 $3.36

This haunting, expressive original composition is 
reflective of the more somber moments in life, which 
help us to better appreciate the joyful times. Though 
written with a 2-octave handbell or handchime choir 

in mind (with no 
shared bells), a skillful 
quartet or quintet 
could also perform 
it by appropriately 
dividing the bell 
positions.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mpahb015
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Click to view online listing

You Are There with Me 
(Psalm 139)

Ron Mallory
3 - 5 Octaves · Level 3

MPAHB016 $4.95 $4.21

The gentle melody of this handbell adaptation of Ron 
Mallory’s choral work of the same name expresses Psalm 

139’s assurance that 
God is with us in all 
circumstances. Rich 
chromaticism and 
optional handchimes 
enhance the 
expressive nature of 
the piece.

http://HandbellWorld.com
mailto:support%40jhsbell.com?subject=RE%3A%20Parabaloid%20Scorebook
http://HandbellWorld.com/mpahb016
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Rondo from 
“Horn Concerto No. 4”

arr. Ron Mallory
3-5 Octaves · Level 4

MPAHB017 $4.95 $4.21

The rousing final movement from Mozart’s popular 
Horn Concerto No.4 is faithfully transcribed for 

handbells using 
mallets and optional 
handchimes to evoke 
the energetic interplay 
between soloist and 
orchestra. Provides a 
buoyant and elegant 
classical touch for any 
concert or worship 
service.

Click to view online listing

http://HandbellWorld.com/mpahb017
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The Avengers
arr. Ron Mallory

3 - 6 Octaves · Level 3+
MPAHB014 $4.95 $4.21

The Marvel Cinematic Universe has delighted 
moviegoers for more than a decade, and Alan Silvestri’s 
score for the first Avengers team-up movie set a new 
musical standard for superhero film music. This 

arrangement for 3-6 
octaves uses multiple 
handbell techniques 
and optional 
percussion to capture 
the adventurous spirit 
of the original. Sure 
to be an audience 
favorite at your next 
concert! 

Click to view online listing

http://HandbellWorld.com/mpahb014
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First Arabesque
arr. Ron Mallory

3-6 Octaves · Level 4
MPAHB013 $4.95 $4.21

Claude Debussy’s “First Arabesque” is a classic 
of impressionistic piano repertoire. This faithful 
transcription for 3-6 octaves handbells and optional 3-5 
octaves handchimes preserves the gentle, flowing style of 

the original. 

Click to view online listing

http://HandbellWorld.com/mpahb013
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Discover
Ron Mallory

3 - 7 Octaves · Level 3+
MPAHB012 $4.95 $4.21

Using chord progressions borrowed from the scores to 
vintage science fiction films, this original composition 
is a tribute to the spirit of discovery and adventure 
embodied by the men and women of the space program. 

With its blend of 
soaring ethereal 
melodies and 
flowing rhythms, in 
combination with 
optional handchimes 
and percussion 
(printed at the end 
of the handbell part), 
this piece will be an 
inspiration for both 
ringers and audience 
members in any 
performance setting.

Click to view online listing

http://HandbellWorld.com/mpahb012
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Fidelity
Ron Mallory

3 - 5 Octaves · Level 4-
MPAHB008 $4.95 $4.46

“Fidelity” contrasts tender moments with a joyous, 
malleted middle section to tell a story of a lifetime 
of faithful love. Written in celebration of the 56th 
wedding anniversary of the composer’s parents, this 

piece’s rich chromatic 
passages and melodic 
counterpoint will 
present an enjoyable 
challenge for your 
ringers and a lovely 
listening experience 
for your audience or 
congregation.

Click to view online listing

http://HandbellWorld.com/mpahb008
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Two Bach Inventions
arr. Ron Mallory

3 - 5 Octaves · Level 3+
MPAHB006 $4.95 $4.46

Two of Bach’s best-known keyboard Inventions, #13 and 
#14, come to life in these settings for handbells. Some 
octave doublings, filled-in chords, and LV’s have been 
added to better adapt the pieces to the handbell idiom, 

and note values 
have been doubled 
to make the pieces 
more accessible to 
less-experienced 
ensembles.

Click to view online listing

http://HandbellWorld.com/mpahb006
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by Ron Mallory

PAHB002 • Eternal Hope • 3-5 Oct. Handbells, 3 Oct. Opt. Handchimes

Level 4+

Eternal Hope
for 3-5 Octaves Handbells and

3 Octaves Optional Handchimes

$4.95

Eternal Hope
Ron Mallory

3 - 5 Octaves · Level 4+
MPAHB002 $4.95 $4.46

“Eternal Hope” employs intertwining contrapuntal 
lines and rich chromaticism to convey a sense of 
buoyant optimism. A middle section in a minor key 
implies a time of struggle before returning to a major 

tonality for a joyful 
close. Accessible for 
advanced choirs, or 
an enjoyable challenge 
for intermediate 
groups looking for a 
stretch.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mpahb002
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Colorful 
Folding Music 
Stands 
durable 
one-piece 
construction • 
lightweight & portable • fold for easy 
storage • ideal for displaying tablets 
but sturdy enough for hymnals • bright 
colors are appealing to children • ideal 
for church, classroom or home

Folding Music 
Stand: Blue

#3125B $9.95

Folding Music 
Stand: Red

#3125R $9.95

Folding Music 
Stand: Purple

#3125P $9.95

Folding Music 
Stand: Green

#3125G $9.95

Metal Riser
sturdy steel 
construction 
• handholds 
for easy carrying 
• powder-coated 
finish won’t scratch or chip • 
raises notebooks or stands off table for 
easier music viewing • store equipment 
underneath for quick access • raised 
edges prevent notebooks/stands from 
slipping • stackable

Metal Riser #3103 $44.95

Notebook 
Stands
thick vinyl 
covering • 
hidden rivets 
• super-durable strap (5 yr guarantee!) • 
heavy-duty rings • no tabs to catch music 
during page turns • 3 convenient sizes 
• folds out to create a music stand • one 
pair black sheet lifters included • fabric 
notebook covers available • work well 
with metal or acrylic risers

Notebook- Regular 1" 
ring #3141 $22.00

Notebook- Regular 1½" 
ring #3142 $22.00

Notebook- Oversize 1½" 
ring #3144 $24.00

Black Sheet Lifters 
(replacement) #3149 $2.50

Lecterns 
clear for 
unobstructed 
views • smooth 
rounded edges 
• nest for easy 
storage 
Lectern Desk: for 
use with the lectern base
Lectern Base: versatile– can be used 
with lectern desk, acrylic music stand 
or notebook stand • easy to carry 
handholds • 14½” wide base for easy 
access to other ringing equipment

Lectern Base #3111 $35.00
Lectern Desk #3116 $24.95

Hercules Music Stand 
tilting base angles of 90˚-75˚ • EZ retainer 
for quick mounting/dismounting • 
frictioning EZ angle roller • EZ height 
adjustment • swivel legs for crowded stages 
• aluminum folding desk • Desk size: 18.9” 
x 13.6”; Height: 31.9”- 47.2”; Weight: 8.36 
lbs.; Folded Size: 35.8” x 8.4”

Hercules Music Stand #3134 $109.95

Carrying Bag #3135 $24.95

Acrylic Music Stand
clear for unobstructed views • 
lightweight • can display music or use to 
support a notebook or folder • displays 
music at table level • can be used with 
risers or lectern bases for extra height

Acrylic Music Stand #3122 $39.95

Acrylic Risers
clear • lightweight 
• easy storage 
– folding legs 
with full-length 
piano hinges • 
smooth rounded edges • Riser Storage 
Bag available • durable Cordura nylon • 
corduroy flaps inside separate & protect 
risers • shoulder strap • holds 4 new-style 
or 3 old-style risers

Acrylic Riser #3102 $59.95
Acrylic Riser Bag #3101 $44.95

Metal Music 
Stand
powder-coated 
finish won’t 
scratch or chip • 
lightweight • can 
display music 
or used to support a notebook or folder 
• displays music at table level • can be 
used with risers or lectern bases for extra 
height

Metal Music Stand #3121 $34.95

Notebook Covers 
Dress up your notebooks while 
protecting them for prolonged life 
with our corduroy notebook covers! 
Available in seven colors, these are 
the perfect way to outfit your choir 
with a professional, finished look. 
Customization, such as embroidery 
and velvet, is 
also available. 
Contact us for 
a personalized 
quote. 

MUSIC 
STANDS

RISERS

See all stands and risers at
HandbellWorld.com/notebookstands

http://HandbellWorld.com/notebookstands


These patented Multi-Carts ingeniously change shape and 
length to carry huge amounts of equipment yet, fold small 
for storage. These carts feature a powder coat finish and a 
non-skid frame bed surface that resists load slippage. The 
expandable frame adjusts to load size. Additional features 
include: caster brake, stair climbers, and foldable sides 
that rotate and lock into place by pressing release cables. 
Instantly transform into any of 8 configurations!
Multi-cart Max: Frame telescopes 34”-52” in length. Width 
is 20”.  10” x 3” rear wheels and 5” x 1.25” front swivel 
casters. Weighs only 30 lbs. but can carry 500 lbs.
Multi-Cart Micro: Frame expands from 26”-39” in length. 
Width is 14”.  6” x 1.5” rear wheels and 4” x 1” front swivel 
casters. Weighs only 15.4 lbs. but can carry 300 lbs.

Multi-Cart® MAX #6016 $250.00
Multicart® MICRO #6018 $145.00

Multi-Carts® 

PO Box 1728 • Irmo, SC 29063-1728
(803)781-0555 •  1-800-547-2355 • Fax: (803) 781-3020

email: support@jhsbell.com •HandbellWorld.com

Paraboloid Press
STOCK # TITLE LEVEL/

RATING OCT. ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION

COMP/
ARR QTY UNIT 

PRICE
JEFFERS 

PRICE
TOTAL 
PRICE

MPAHB015 Contrast 3 2 w/ opt 
Windchimes Mallory $3.95 $3.36

MPAHB016
You Are There 

with Me (Psalm 
139)

3 3-5 w/ opt 3-4 oct HC Mallory $4.95 $4.21

MPAHB017
Rondo from 

Horn Concerto 
No. 4

4 3-5 w/ opt 3 oct HC Mallory $4.95 $4.21

MPAHB014 The Avengers 3+ 3-6 w/ opt 2 oct HC 
and Percussion Mallory $4.95 $4.21

MPAHB013 First Arabesque 4 3-6 w/ opt 3-5 oct HC Mallory $4.95 $4.21

MPAHB012 Discover 3+ 3-7 w/ opt 3-5 oct HC 
and Percussion Mallory $4.95 $4.21

MPAHB008 Fidelity 4- 3-5 w/ opt 3-4 oct HC Mallory $4.95 $4.46

MPAHB006 Two Bach 
Inventions 3+ 3-5 Mallory $4.95 $4.46

MPAHB002 Eternal Hope 4+ 3-5 w/ opt 3 oct HC Mallory $4.95 $4.46

All prices in this scorebook are subject to change without notice. Jeffers Handbell Supply is not responsible for 
typographical errors. Prices do not include shipping or applicable sales tax.

http://HandbellWorld.com
https://www.handbellworld.com/equip/equipPiece.cfm?Piece=6252

